[Between the self and the other: the ethical attitude of providing care to others].
The need to face others is an inescapable part of the professional responsibilities of nurses. The meaning of "facing the other" is poorly addressed in nursing practice. The purpose of this study was to explore the ethical attitudes of nurses related to facing others. A qualitative approach was used to investigate the living experience of psychiatric nurses in the supervision group in terms of improved ability to handle therapeutic groups. The process of facing the other was for the other, by the other, and then for oneself. The presence of for the other, the sensibility from by the other, and the self-examination of for oneself were discussed in detail. The process of for the other, by the other, and then for oneself constructed the significance of learning from the patients. The group with that used the free-floating discussion format was found to promote the ethical attitude of psychiatric nurses and may be applied in clinical practice.